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Mean-spirited - definition of mean-spirited by The Free
Dictionary
Anyone meanspirited is unkind, not particularly generous, or
even deliberately rude. A meanspirited person might steal your
place in line, or even kick you while you're down. Acting in
an inconsiderate or careless way, particularly when you show a
lack of generosity, will make you.
mean-spirited - Wiktionary
Define mean-spirited (adjective) and get synonyms. What is
mean-spirited ( adjective)? mean-spirited (adjective) meaning,
pronunciation and.
mean-spirited | meaning of mean-spirited in Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary English | LDOCE
52 synonyms and near synonyms of mean-spirited from the
Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 35 antonyms and near antonyms.
Find another word for.
mean-spirited - Wiktionary
Define mean-spirited (adjective) and get synonyms. What is
mean-spirited ( adjective)? mean-spirited (adjective) meaning,
pronunciation and.
Mean-spirited - definition of mean-spirited by The Free
Dictionary
Anyone meanspirited is unkind, not particularly generous, or
even deliberately rude. A meanspirited person might steal your
place in line, or even kick you while you're down. Acting in
an inconsiderate or careless way, particularly when you show a
lack of generosity, will make you.

mean-spirited (adjective) American English definition and
synonyms | Macmillan Dictionary
mean-spirited meaning, definition, what is mean-spirited: not
generous or sympathetic: Learn more.
English–Irish Dictionary (de Bhaldraithe): mean-spirited
Find over 15 synonyms for mean-spirited and other similar
words that you can use instead from our thesaurus.
Dublin keep home comforts as ‘mean spirited’ motion defeated
But while she smiled at a graciousness so misapplied, she
could not reflect on the mean-spirited folly from which it
sprung, nor observe the studied attentions.
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Mean Spirited up with email. Disco David Naughton. Most
gals'll try to help you When you are on the lam A big ole pot
of coffee And a jumbo tin of Spam But not old Sal, she's a
mean old gal Meaner than any man And every time I'm with her I
don't know who I am. GetWordoftheDaydailyemail! You all would
not have guessed some of. You know, you're really a very
mean-spirited woman? What made you want to look up
mean-spirited?
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